Ten Pretty Designs in Modern Lace

By Minerva Powers

1. BOOZE LACE COLLAR
   - Green and yellow and brown are used for this collar.
   - The cravat square is made in the Hungarian embroidered stitch.

2. AN UNUSUALLY ATTRACTIVE BOOZE
   - This beautiful point collar is made of black silk shantung. Pink and white lace represent gate threads. The work must be done in the light color.

3. LARGE LACE COLLAR
   - A combination of lace and flower motifs and worked in gold thread.

4. ARM INSET BETTE IN BOUQUET DESIGN
   - White silk is used for the collar and everything of black lace is used for this shirt. The usual square is made in the Hungarian embroidered stitch.

5. WORKED ON MOUSSELINE DE SOIE
   - This pretty waist is worked on white mouseline de soie and a piece of pink chintz is worked as a belt. A length of ribbon for a belt, a point or a narrow edging.

6. LACE CUFF FOR UNDERSLEEVE
   - The inner part of a sleeve may be finished with a cuff. This is, with a little lace for the back. The cuff and the lace are made separately. The cuff is joined to the sleeve and the lace is made at the same time.

7. FOR THE FACE
   - Gold thread and thread from the waistband are used. Each part is worked in the oval stitch.

8. DEEP BLACK LACE BELT
   - The pretty design is made of black and white thread. The design square is wide and makes a pretty continuous line.

9. A BOUQUET OF THE OLD STYLE
   - This pretty lace collar is made of black and white threads. The flowers and leaves are cut out of paper, and the lines are made with white lace. The whole is worked in the old style.

10. ORNATE LACE FALL FOR BACK OF A DRESS
    - This handsome fall for an ornate dress is made of black and white lace. Wide black and white straight bands are used. This design was made for a dress made of black and white lace. The whole is worked in the old style.